
16 Cuarto Villa en venta en Golden Mile, Málaga

Villa Timeless - Where Art, Architecture, and Engineering Converge in Perfect Harmony

Welcome to Villa Timeless, an exceptional fusion of art, architecture, and engineering that offers breathtaking
panoramic views of the Mediterranean Sea and the majestic Marbella mountain, La Concha. This meticulously
designed estate is situated on a generous plot of 8,799 m² in one of the most sought-after neighborhoods of the
Golden Mile. The impressive building spans 2,001 m² and combines modern Andalusian style with a careful blend of
luxury and timeless eclectic details.

Designed by the renowned Spanish interior designer Luisa Olazábal, Villa Timeless features a magnificent grand
reception hall with several alcoves at different levels, a spacious separate dining room with two fireplaces, and a
custom-made Art Deco-style cocktail bar that adds a touch of elegance. The kitchen provides ample space and
equipment worthy of the finest restaurants, allowing the staff to prepare for your future grand receptions.

Multiple inviting outdoor spaces showcase the meticulously maintained architecture and gardens. For enthusiasts of
various activities, in addition to the monumental swimming pool, there is a private paddle court with its own spectator
stand, a cinema room, a spa hammam, a heated indoor pool, a massage room, a game room with Formula 1 seats, a
state-of-the-art gym equipped with the latest facilities, a poker lounge, and even a bowling alley.

The Villa comprises 9 generously sized bedrooms that blend luxury and comfort. The master suite itself is a true
masterpiece, offering direct access to an outdoor jacuzzi.

On the same grounds, you will find a guest house with seven bedrooms, designed in harmony with the Villa.

This unique and prestigious Villa caters to the expectations of discerning clients who appreciate luxury, hosting, and
living in the heart of Marbella's Golden Mile in a timeless residence.

  16 dormitorios   21 baños   2.001m² Tamaño de construcción
  Piscina

35.000.000€

 Propiedad comercializada por Selectiva Real Estate
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